
Version 4.23 (LTS2020)
New Features

 Click and Collect - Email Delivery — Selling gift cards and digital products that are delivered by email? We have streamlined the 'Click and Collect 
- Delivered by Email' mode so the entire process is seamless, from product listing to order checkout to delivery. Simply turn on 'email delivery' for 
the product.  

 Click and Collect - Store/warehouse locations enhancement — Click and collect locations have been enhanced so that delivery locations can 
include distribution warehouses in addition to stores and store warehouses. This flexibility caters for businesses with distribution warehouses in a 
particular area and want to specify order dispatch from such locations. 

 Credit Card Fee Override for Account Payments — If your site charges credit card fees, you can now set rate overrides for nominated Roles and
 /or Users for account payments.  

 Credit Card Verification Updates — We have enhanced CSS's internal credit card verification functionality. Instead of a double charge option, a 
single charge method now defaults. And pending orders can now be integrated to your ERP before the verification process begins.   

 Customer Token Payments — For websites using eWAY, a Customer account can now add and manage a credit card as a 'token payment' in the "
. We've integrated this feature for online account payments so your Customers can select this stored Customer Self Service eCommerce Platform"

credit card when paying invoices. Convenient and secure as card details do not have to be re-entered each time! The stored credit card can also 
be used to maintain a charge authority against the Customer, e.g., to settle outstanding amounts in your ERP. Please consult with Commerce 
Vision to explore this option.  

 Deposit option for Click and Collect Pickup — For Click and Collect pickup orders, you can now choose to only charge a deposit (set as a 
percentage of the order total) on the order total and have the customer pay the balance when picking up. 

 eWAY's Secure Fields and Responsive Shared Page APIs supported — The " " now supports Customer Self Service eCommerce Platform
eWAY's Secure Fields and Responsive Shared Page payment processing methods. These updated methods offer security enhancements for 
credit card processing. 

 Generate and Subscribe to Reports — A user group member can now generate updated reports designated to the group whenever they wish via 
the Dashboard. AND if the report is enabled for subscription, the user can schedule the system to automatically rerun and email updates to select 
recipients (including customers) daily, weekly or monthly.  Handy for providing updates on stock, sales, payments, etc.  

 Product Search with Static Content — We have enhanced the Search functionality on your site so you can set it to include static (content) pages 
in search results. Handy if you want publicly-accessible content such as product guides, blogs/articles and firmware upgrades to be findable.  

 Promo Code enhanced for Product Variants — The 'Give customers a discounted price for a set number (Y) of a product when they buy a set 
number (X) of this or another product' has been tweaked so that it can be used with Product Variants.  

 zip Version 2 available — The latest API version (V2) by payment provider - Zip, is now available. V2 does away with the need to choose 
between displaying ZipMoney and ZipPay branding assets on your site, Instead, one single 'zip' logo and associated tag lines and links now cover 
both of Zip's payment options and others added in the future. Configuring V2 has been integrated and streamlined in the CMS, making it a quick 
and easy process.   

Updates

 PayPal Express Foreign Address Validation Check — When a customer uses PayPal to check out, the preferred shipping address in PayPal is 
automatically used as the delivery address for the order. We have updated the address validation check so that addresses in non-delivery 
countries will be declined by the system and the customer will be informed in the checkout page.
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